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何を解明したいか？
”Galactic” Cosmic-ray は解明されたか？ 
SNRによる粒子加速（確定） 
Pevatron の発見（近々期待）
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ガンマ線によるSNR観測はLeptonicでよく記述 
定量的には銀河宇宙線を説明するには足りない 
→宇宙線のメインであるハドロン成分は？ 
　電子加速と同時に陽子も加速されているはずだが 
　電子からの放射が卓越しているので見えない。

ハドロン成分にのみ感度があるニュートリノで銀河系を見れないか？ 
エネルギー領域  < 100 TeV 

＋ ダークマター間接観測への貢献？(<~TeV)



IceCube-Gen2
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Figure 18: Sensitivity of IceCube-Gen2 to hadronic emission of neutrinos by Galactic sources. Shown are
TeV �-ray sources detected by HAWC near the Galactic plane and in the Northern hemisphere (declination
� ' �5`). The size of the source marker corresponds to the source extension reported by HAWC for sources
that are larger than 0.5`. Sources marked in orange will be detected by IceCube-Gen2 if their �-ray emission
originates solely from hadronic processes. For sources marked in blue, the contribution of hadronic emission
can be constrained at the 90% confidence level, while sources marked in gray are below the sensitivity of
IceCube-Gen2.

the average Galactic CR density. This is not necessarily the case in more complex diffusion
scenarios [223–225], and/or for strongly inhomogeneous source and target distributions in
the Galaxy [226–229], as well as time-dependent local CR injection episodes [230]. Such
scenarios often predict an enhancement of the hadronic �-ray and neutrino emissions in
the multi-TeV region that can be tested with neutrino telescopes.

The distribution of gas and CR in our Galaxy is strongly correlated with the Galactic plane,
so Galactic diffuse neutrino emission can be identified in IceCube and IceCube-Gen2 data
via correlation of the neutrino events with the Galactic plane. IceCube is just sensitive
enough to marginally constrain the most optimistic of the aforementioned scenarios [231],
but IceCube-Gen2 will enable the Galactic plane emission to be probed (at 90% CL) down
to the level expected from the local CR flux. It will be able to detect any strong enhance-
ments of the multi-TeV diffuse Galactic neutrino emission such as is predicted in [225],
at >5� significance, and distinguish between various propagation and source distribution
scenarios.

3.3.3. Cosmogenic neutrinos

At EeV energies all CR are believed to be of extragalactic origin [232]. From CR measure-
ments themselves, we neither know what the accelerators of these UHE cosmic rays are,
nor what maximum energies they can reach. Also, particle composition measurements at
the highest energies still leave room for various scenarios ranging from only protons to a
heavy composition with no protons at all [233, 234]. Limited knowledge about the Galactic
and extragalactic magnetic fields that influence the propagation, further complicates the
identification of sources based on CR observations alone.

Detecting neutrinos above PeV energies can resolve these open questions. Above EeV
energies the CR interactions with the cosmic microwave background and the EBL can
produce neutrinos [240]. In addition, unstable atomic nuclei, produced during photo-
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IceCube-Gen2 detection sensitivity for galactic source.

Figure 8: Visualization of source detection capabilities expected for IceCube-Gen2. Source positions on the
sky and intensities have been selected randomly from an intensity distribution expected for sources with a
constant density in the local universe, and consistent with current IceCube neutrino flux constraints. Shown is
the test statistic value determined in a mock-simulation of track-like events that can be obtained at the source
position after 10 years of operation of IceCube-Gen2. For better visibility, the region around the sources
(indicated by white dotted lines) has been magnified. The position of the Galactic plane is shown as a dashed
curve. Below the map, differential sensitivities for the detection of point sources (5� discovery potential,
and sensitivity at 90% CL) are shown for two selected declinations, at the celestial horizon and at � = 30`.
Absorption of neutrinos in the Earth limits the sensitivity in the PeV energies for higher declinations. The
IceCube and IceCube-Gen2 sensitivities are calculated separately for each decade in energy, assuming a
differential flux dN/dE ö E�2 in that decade only. Neutrino fluxes are shown as the per-flavor sum of neutrino
plus anti-neutrino flux, assuming an equal flux in all flavors. The curves refer to the optical array only.

uncertainties on the sensitivity of the radio array for long-duration observations of steady
neutrino sources due to the unknown backgrounds at these energies, from, e.g., diffuse
astrophysical and cosmogenic neutrinos.

IceCube-Gen2 reaches its peak sensitivity in the region around the celestial equator. Due
to the huge atmospheric backgrounds and the increased absorption in the Earth at high
neutrino energies, the sensitivity below 100 TeV is largest for events from the Northern
Hemisphere, while above a few PeV, mainly the southern sky is observed. Between
100 TeV and 1 PeV the Northern Hemisphere averaged 5� discovery potential for a neu-
trino energy flux is 1.3 ✓ 10�12 ergs cm�2 s�1 — similar to the energy flux level current
generation high-energy and very-high-energy �-ray telescopes can detect in the GeV to
TeV range.

As �-rays and neutrinos are produced by CR in the same interaction processes their energy
fluxes are expected to be similar at production. However, due to absorption of �-rays in
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IceCube-Gen2 White paper
Figure 25: Effective area for shower-type events and background rejection performance of IceCube and the
IceCube-Gen2 in-ice detector with 240 m string spacing. Left: Effective area for cascades as a function of
neutrino energy, after cuts that ensure a reliable vertex reconstruction. Right: Penetrating muon rejection
capabilities of IceCube derived from experimental data and using the information from all strings (blue points)
and only 25% of the strings (orange points) equivalent to a detector with ⇥ 240 m string spacing. The number
of collected photons is a proxy for deposited energy. The wider string spacing implies a factor 3 higher energy
threshold to ensure an equivalent rejection performance for atmospheric muons as for IceCube.

for the 240 m sunflower layout in Figure 24. These quality cuts are responsible for the dif-
ference between the effective and geometrical areas, as, e.g., corner-clipping tracks that
cannot be well reconstructed are removed. Note that the PSF is scaled by a factor of 0.8 to
account for reconstruction improvements related to pixelated sensors that are not included
in the standard IceCube reconstruction chain, and have been studied separately [369].

We characterize the performance for cascades in a similar way. Instead of simulating a
flux of incoming muons, though, we simulate single electromagnetic cascades distributed
evenly throughout the instrumented volume, and reconstruct each cascade’s position and
energy. The quality cuts for cascades ensure that the position reconstruction is reliable,
and thus that the associated energy estimate is as well. Figure 25 shows the effective
areas for cascade detection compared to IceCube.

To fully characterize the sensitivity to neutrinos, we must also consider the background
from penetrating atmospheric muons. IceCube has already demonstrated several suc-
cessful strategies for removing this background [2, 15, 21, 403]. Here we focus on how
to extrapolate these techniques to IceCube-Gen2, with emphasis on the resulting energy
threshold. Entering muons from below the horizon are relatively simple to separate from
atmospheric muons. Correctly reconstructed muons can only be neutrino-induced, and
cuts on the angular reconstruction quality are sufficient to remove all atmospheric muons.

Neutrino interactions inside the detector volume are slightly more difficult to isolate, requir-
ing that the outer layer of the detector be used as a veto. We estimate the effective energy
threshold of such a veto strategy using a variant of the technique used in [2], where the ob-
servation of Cherenkov light in the outer string layer of IceCube above a certain threshold
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低エネルギーニュートリノ測定
低い統計 
断面積:σνp ∝ Eν 
フラックス： Fν ∝ E-2  

大気ニュートリノ
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N∝E-1
同じ有効体積(質量)なら 
低エネルギーの方が 
統計が大きい
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FIG. 4.3. Contribution from decays of various particles to the atmospheric µ+ + µ� (top left), ⌫µ + ⌫̄µ (top right), ⌫e + ⌫̄e
(bottom left) and ⌫⌧ + ⌫̄⌧ (bottom right) flux in Sibyll-2.3c and H3a primary model at ✓ = 60�.

tween prompt fluxes of muons and neutrinos. The cross-
over between conventional and prompt flux happens at
several PeV and depends on the choice of models and
the zenith angle. Further sources of high energy muons
that are not included in our calculation are the photo-
production of muon pairs, which is suppressed by 10�4

wrt. the pair production cross section �e+e� [18], and the
nuclear interactions of muons. While the muon pair pro-
duction can significantly contribute to inclusive fluxes at
very high (PeV) energies, the nuclear interactions are
only important for the low energy tail of muon bundles
in air showers.

At E & 100 GeV the main source of muon neutrinos
(upper right panel) are semi-leptonic and 3-body decays
of charged kaons, see e.g. [19] for a more detailed discus-
sion of relevant channels. Pion and muon decays domi-
nate below this energy. Prompt neutrinos originate from
decays of charged and neutral D-mesons, where the fluxes
from D± are a factor of three higher. Since pions very
rarely decay into electron neutrinos (lower left panel),

those come mostly from decays of neutral and charged
kaons. At energies below 100 GeV and for near-horizontal
zenith angles the dominant fraction of electron neutrinos
is from muon decays, resulting in a strong association
with the muon flux. In turn, this means that the pre-
cision of the electron neutrino prediction for a few to
several tens of GeV is linked to the modeling of pion pro-
duction and muon energy loss and, to a lesser extent, to
kaon production.

Atmospheric tau neutrinos (lower right panel) are rare
[20], but we can discuss their flux for completeness. The
dominant production channel of tau neutrinos is the de-
cay of D+

s ! ⌧+ + ⌫⌧ , where the subsequent decay of
⌧ ! ⌫⌧ + X is more e�cient in producing a forward tau
neutrino, than the decay of the meson. Therefore most
of the tau neutrino flux comes from the decay of the tau
lepton itself (black and blue line in lower right panel in
Fig. 4.3).

Other sources of atmospheric leptons that are not
taken into account in our calculation are B-hadrons.

arXiv:1806.04140

ντを測定 
もしくは 
大気がない環境にいく 
→月1TeV

1TeV

1TeV
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①基本機能
•地球-月通信中継、月面探査機の遠隔操作の通信拠点
•月離着陸機の発着拠点、月面サンプルの地球帰還機への引渡し係留拠点
•有人月面探査実施の場合の、月面からの緊急退避場所

②ゲートウェイで可能となる科学
•外部に据え付けた機器による月、地球、太陽系の科学観測
•有人支援によるより詳細な探査活動
•月面や太陽系からの探査試料の一次選別
•ミッションを行う小型衛星、キューブサットの放出と通信の中継
•深宇宙環境での有人生理学実験

③火星探査へ向けた準備
•火星への輸送機の組立と点検
•深宇宙輸送と居住能力(放射線防護対策を含む)の技術実証
•自律的なクルー運用手順やわずかな補給環境での運用実証
•遠隔操作技術の確立
•宇宙機の維持と燃料補給技術の実証

Gateway  2022年以降、米国を主体に月軌道に構築する有人拠点：
（Lunar Orbital Platform-Gateway：通称”Gateway”）

月軌道ゲートウェイ計画の概要



月でニュートリノ探索
有効面積　1m2  
→ 170 Mton @ νe~1TeV 
   ~ 100m x 100m x 100m 
このサイズの検出器を作るのは無理 
月内部のシャワーの電波による検出は？
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アスカリアン効果
• 電波 100MHz ~ 1GHz 
　減衰長　~ 100m 

• チェレンコフリングイメージング 
→シャワー軸方法推定 

• タイミングによるVertex推定

• 電波強度  Power ∝ E2  
• バックグラウンド（月表面放射） 
• アンテナ感度？？

ν


